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Song: Your Arizona Room
Artist: Everclear
Album: Welcome to the Drama Club

listened to this while i tabbed it. sounds right

Intro:
Bb     Bbm      F      Am

C                       Bb
Just another night in a bar somewhere
                           F
Just another blonde girl
                       F
Such a pretty blonde girl

C                              Bb                                         F
I saw a light behind those cold dark eyes that you show to a cold dark world
                        C
Then something came over me

When I touched your face
     Bb                                   Am
It took me to a place that I ve been afraid to go

Am            Bb                             F
Everytime we talk I find another piece of the puzzle of me
F                            F
That I never really got to know
Am                  Bb                    C                         Bb
Sometimes it is so easy to believe that a broken thing can never be whole

F   F

C                          Bb
Just another night in a hotel room
                   F
Just another bad dream
                             F
Can you believe? I had another bad dream

C                              Bb
We were high on a hill above a big black cloud 
                             F
that turned into a swarm of bees
                         C



Then something came over me
                               Bb                                       Am
Then you held my hand and they faded into summertime when you smiled at me

Am             Bb                                F
Every time we talk, I find another piece of the puzzle of me
F                          F
That I never really got to know
Am                 Bb                     C                         Bb
Sometimes it is so easy to believe that a broken heart can never be whole

Bb        Bbm                F            Am    3x
Give your heart to me, I ll give my heart to you
If you believe in me, I ll do anything you want me to do
We can stay in bed until the sun turns into the moon
Bb                   Bbm     [ring]
I will hold you and smile safe in your Arizona room

F      G       Bb   Bbm   {repeat}

              
Inside your Arizona room
There is nothing I d rather do 
than be alone with you inside your Arizona room
There is nothing I d rather do 
than waste away the day inside your Arizona room
There is nothing I d rather do
There is nothing I d rather do than spend the day alone with you

Bb                Bbm         F            Am    x3
If you give your heart to me, I ll give my heart to you
If you believe in me, I ll do anything you want me to do
We can stay in bed until the sun turns into the moon
Bb                   Bbm     {ring}
I will hold you and smile safe in your Arizona room

F    G      Bb       Bbm    {repeat{
Inside your arizona room

There is nothing I d rather do
Inside your arizona room
There is nothing I d rather do
We can waste away the day
We can waste away the day
Inside your arizona room
There is nothing I d rather do
There is nothing I d rather do than spend the day alone with you


